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NEW MEASURES FOR MAXIMIZING INK In flotation deinking, air bubbles rise through agitated liquid
PARTICLE REMOVAL IN A FLOTATION tanks containing suspended cellulose pulp and contaminant
CELL particles and preferentially attach to hydrophobized

contaminant and ink particles. These particles are,
TheodoreJ. Heindel Frederick Bloom subsequently, transported to a froth layer where they may be
AssistantProfessor Professor easily removed. Although flotation cell designs may vary

Engineeringand Paper Department of Mathematical with respect to their geometry, flow configurations, and
Materials Division Sciences operating parameters, they all operate on similar principles
Institute of Paper Science Northern Illinois University and incorporate the fundamental processes of pulp aeration,
and Technology DeKalb, IL 60115 mixing to maximize bubble/particle interaction, and
Atlanta, GA30318 separation of bubble/particle aggregates from the bulk

mixture. Detailed descriptions of flotation ceil operation can
be found in the review articles [3, 4].

ABSTRACT

The prevalent viewpoint that has been taken in modeling the

A population balance-type model of the flotation deinking overall flotation separation process is that it is a multi-stage
process has been developed using two kinetic constants, probability process consisting of a sequence of
which are functions of the microprocesses involved in microprocesses with associated probability measures. This
flotation. These microprocesses are themselves functions of sequence includes the approach of a particle to an air bubble,
system parameters such as bubble and panicle physical the subsequent interception of that panicle by the bubble,
properties (e.g., diameter, density), fluid properties (e.g., the sliding of the particle along the surface of the thin liquid
viscosity, surface tension), and system properties (e.g., film that separates the particle from the bubble, film
turbulent energy density, number of particles). The fzrst rupture, the subsequent formation of a three-phase contact
kinetic constant, k_, governs the overall probability that a between the bubble, particle, and film, and the stabilization
free ink particle will successfully be intercepted by and of the bubble/particle aggregate (with its subsequent
adhere to an air bubble rising _ough a flotation cell, transport to the froth layer for removal from the flotation
thereby accounting for the death of free particles in the unit cell).
cell. The second kinetic constant, k 2, addresses the
probability that a bubble/ink particle aggregate will become Probability measures, which are associated with some of the
unstable and split to yield a "new" free ink particle, which elementary microprocesses referenced above, have appeared
addresses the birth of free ink particles in the unit cell. in many places in the literature (e.g., [5-9]), while

mathematical descriptions of one or more of these

Model results have been used to identify three flotation cell microprocesses have appeared in these references as well as
performance parameters: (1) flotation efficiency as a function in [10-21]. In various places in the literature [5, 6, 9, 22-
of time, (2) flotation efficiency for a given time period, and 24], efforts at combining the elementary microprocesses
(3) the time it takes to reduce the number of free particles by which occur in a flotation deinking cell, into a coherent
a given amount. Selected predictions of these performance mathematical model of the overall process, have led to
measures will be presented for a wide range of system simple exponential-type population models for the evolution
parameters, of thenumberof freeparticlesin a volumeelementof the

cell. Such models invariably tend to ignore the probability
KEY WORDS: associated with the destabilization of bubble/particle

population model, kinetic constants, microprocess aggregates due to turbulent mixing in the tank. A general
probability, flotation cell, flotation efficiency transport balance model, which involves not only time

variations in panicle concentration due to bubble/particle

INTRODUCTION aggregateformationanddestruction,but also accountsfor
convection and diffusion processes in a unit volume of a

In this paper, a simple mathematical model of the flotation flotation cell, has been written down, but not analyzed [9].
deinking process, which was formulated by the authors in The model constructed in [1, 2], while not accounting for

convection or diffusion processes in a typical volume[1, 2], will be briefly reviewed and then used to construct
two new, practical measures related to maximizing ink element of a flotation cell, does explicitly take into account
particle removal in a typical flotation cell. the process of bubble/particle aggregate destruction, thus

leading to a more realistic logistic-type population model for
· theevolutionofthenumberoffreeinkparticlesin a volume

element. Before describing the macromodel and,



subsequently,introducingthe new measures of flotation [ [
[

[%
deinkingefficiencywhicharethe focus of the present work, L.,_.. ,_ I
we briefly summarize, in the next section, the explicit [
expressionsfor the various microprocessprobabilities that _ _ 1
wewillemploy, fluid._ I

streamlines particleMICROPROCESS PROBABILITIES

1Probability of Capture g __
R_

A particle must travel close enough to a given bubble so .,,n \

they will interact. A critical parameter governing this '"L_,, 1 \ particle
approach is R_ (Fig. 1), the radius of the streaming tube stagnation \
within which the particle must move so as to be intercepted line _ \ \
by the bubble. The corresponding interception probability Pc ho _ ,Rp
depends on the relative sizes Rp and RB of the particle and bubble \
bubble,aswellas onthe assumptionsonemakesaboutthe \\

flow field in which the particle moves. Particles the size of _-qr \
typicalinkparticlesin a flotationcell experiencenegligible \\
inertial forces and tend, therefore, to follow the streamlines ,oB
intheflowfieldaroundthebubble.

i

For typicalink particlesSt <<0.1, where St is the Stokes ....
number given in terms of the bubble diameterd_, the I

particle diameter dp, the particle density pp, the fluid RB
viscosity g_, and the bubble rising velocity % by

I
2 ReBppd2St = ppdpX).___________B_- p (1)2

9[ltdB 2ptdB

where ReB is the bubble Reynolds number defined by Fig. 1. A particle in streaming tube RG intercepting an air
bubble at angle _.

_)BdBP_
ReB= (2) assumptionof a rigid bubble surface,several authors ([13,

[x_ 14, 16, 17])have solved the aforementionedinitial-value

problem (for the velocity components of the particle) and
The values of the parameters St, R%, and CB, where C_ determined that
gauges the degree of bubble retardation resulting from

having the surface of the bubble covered by surfactant (CB= I3 4'"Ke_'°721(Rp)2
1correspondingtoa completelyretardedbubble),arecritical Pc= + _ (3)
to determining PC = (RJRB) 2, the ratio of the number of 15 /[,.RB )

particles with Rp < RB which encounter a bubble per unit
time to the number of particles that approach a bubble in a The microprocess probability (of interception) given by Ecl.
streaming tube with cross-sectional area _Rc 2. By (3) is believed to be valid for bubble sizes up to 1 mm and
considering only the long-range hydrodynamic forces which particle sizes up to 100 gm and will be used in this paper.
act on a particle as it approaches a bubble (i.e., the drag, Although the predictions that follow go beyond the bubble
gravitational, and buoyancy forces), a system of equations and particle ranges mentioned above, the resulting trends
(see [5]) with associated initial conditions may be written outside the bubble and particle size ranges are, in general,
down for the velocity components of the particle whose consistent with those within the range of applicability of
structure depends in a crucial manner on the nature of the Ecl. (3), and as a first approximation, Ecl. (3) will be applied
velocity field of the liquid in a neighborhood of the bubble, over the entire bubble and particle radii considered in this
For flotation machines which are used in practice, ReB is study.
thought to be in the range 1 < ReB < 100. For this bubble
Reynolds number range, a Stokes number St <<0.1, and the



Probability of Adhesion by Sliding (a) _T < O*¢rit (b) OT= O*¢rit (C) OT> O'cdt
particle particle particle

The secondmicroprocess,which is fundamentalto the path path path
globalflotationdeinkingprocess,is theslidingofa particle, , _ ,
which has been intercepted by a bubble at touching angle CT ho
(see Fig. 1), along the surface of the thin liquid film which
surrounds the bubble. This sliding process subjects the film
to a weak surfacedeformationwhich tends to thin the film I¢T \

out and which may, therefore, lead to film rapture. For -'_ '"-'" ""'__,_t._ [/¢1¢f_--_ _r_ot_
'adhesionby sliding' to occur,the contacttime of the I --hcrit"_114- ! hcr_'_panicle with the liquid film must be greater than the
induction(drainage)timeof the filmup to the point of attachment
rupture. To study this problem one must, therefore, model
the motion of a particle, as it moves over the surface of the Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the relationship
disjoining film between the bubble and the particle, so as to between ([}t, heat, and (__t-
be able to predict the film thickness h as a function of the
position angle q)of the particle. Note that both h and q_vary
with the time t and that q_(0)= (_x. It has been common in The probability, Pas_,of adhesion by sliding is now defined
the literature to make the following assumptions in to be[6]
modeling the particle motion during the sliding process: (i)
theparticlesmoveina quasistationarymanneron analmost Pa_= sin2_)_,_t (5)
circular path along the bubble surface, (ii) the sliding path L

>>h and dL/dt > dh/dt, (iii) for 0 < (_< re/2, the influence of The critical position angle (_t is thought to be a complex

the flow boundary layer is negligible, and (iv) as in the function of the system parameters (i.e., RB, Rp, e, etc.)that
computation of Pc, the tangential component of the fluid may be determined only by numerically solving the system
velocity field may be modeled by the intermediate flow of of ordinary differential equations which govern the adhesion
YoonandLuttren[13]. by slidingprocess [6]. As a first approximationin this

model, we assume (_t to be independent of the system

The sliding motion of an ink particle is governed by a force parameters, an assumption we will relax in future studies.
balance which includes the following components: the

resistive force generated during the drainage of the liquid film Probability of Three-Phase Contact
surrounding the bubble surface, the (apparent) weight of the

particle, the centrifugal force acting on the sliding particle, Once the thin film surrounding a bubble has ruptured, a
the flow force which acts on the sliding panicle close to the

sufficiently large three-phase contact (TPC) between the
bubble wall, the lift force acting on the particle, and the drag film, particle, and bubble has to be formed in a sufficiently
force acting on the particle (which is strongly dependent on
the flow field about the bubble and the degree of bubble short time span xt_,cto provide a strong enough force of
surface retardation). From the force balance, a system of attachment to prevent the bubble/particle aggregate from

immediately separating. In fact, if % denotes the average
ordinary differential equations can be written in terms of lifetime for turbulent vortices within the flotation cell, then
(q_,h) which govern the variation of the disjoining film

we must have xvt < %. Schulze [6] has used an exponential
thickness with respect to the position of the (sliding) distribution of theapproximate form
panicle and has the initial condition h((_T) = ho. If hea t

denotes the critical thickness that the film must thin down [ 'c_,___'_/
to in order,for ruptureto occur,then the criticalposition Ptpc--1-exp - (6)
angle (__t is defined to be the largest value of q)T(<90°) for
which h = hcfit will be achieved at a position angle q_c_tsuch
that q_T< (_eat< re/2; specifically, for the probability of extension of the three-phase contact,

Ptpc. However, it is known that to within (about) 1%, Ptpc =

q)_t = max{(_T= (_(0)lh_t= h(_)crit), 1 over a wide range of panicle sizes [6]. We will make this
for some q)o,_t,q_T< q_c_it< re/2} (4) same assumption in the model described in this work and,

therefore, Pt_ will not enter into the structure of the relevant
Figure 2 depicts the relationship that exists among q_T,hcrit, kinetic constants in the model.
and _)_t.



(1)Probability of Stability Pst_b= 1 - exp 1- _o' (12)

The attachment that forms between a particle and a bubble

must be stronger than the sum of all those external forces THE KINETIC MODEL
that act on the aggregate so as to destabilize it, otherwise the

bubble/particle aggregate will not remain a stable entity on In the kinetic (or population growth) model formulated in

its journey to the froth layer in the flotation cell. The net [1, 2], the following notation was used: np(t) is the total
detachment force which acts on an aggregate is number of ink particles in the volume element Vf at time t,

with np(t)f and npa(t), respectively, the numbers of free and
F_t = Fg- Fb + Fa + Fo (7) attached ink particles in Vf, while nB(t) is the total number

f(t)of bubbles in the volume element Vf at time t, with n B
and includes the gravitational force, Fg, the static buoyant
force, Fb, the detachment force due to acceleration, Fd, and and n}(t), respectively, the numbers of free and attached
the capillary pressure force, Fo. On the other hand, the sum bubbles in Vf. It is assumed that np and nB are both time-
of theattachmentforcesisgivenby independent, so that the model does not account for

convection and/or diffusion of particles and/or bubbles into

Faa = F_a+ Fhyd (8) or Outof Vf.In the initial model treated in [1, 2], it was also
(t) = n a (t) a condition which, along withassumed that np B ,

where Fca is the capillary force and Fhyd is the hydrostatic several others, will be relaxed in future work. We now define
pressure force. A complete description of these forces may

f (t)/np t > 0 (13)befoundin[1]. T(t)=np ,

The stability of bubble/particle aggregates is then as the ratio of free particles in Vf to the total number of
characterized by the following dimensionless similarity particles in Vf. The goal of the kinetic model is to produce
parameter, with Fhya = 0 and FCareplaced by the maximum an evolution equation which can be used to study the
capillary force Fearn [6], and is analogous to the Bond behavior of ¥(t) for large time, as well as the dependence of
number ¥(t) on fundamentalperformanceparametersassociatedwith

the microprocesses taking place in the flotation cell.

Bo'=F__t (9)
Fattaclmaent The kinetic equation constructed in [1, 2] has the form

where dnfp
=_k1 f f adt npnB+ k2nB (14)

1.9pp£2/3 1
Fdetachmcnt= 4R} Appg + _1/3 The first term on the right-hand side represents the overall

+ RB J (10) probability that a free particle will successfully attach to a

( I  u b,e ofp  c essecote m+3Rp 2c;_ 2R_p_g sin 2 lc- measure of the probability that a bubble/particle aggregate
RB willbecomeunstableand split to yielda "new" freeparticle.

This term has not been explicitly included in previous
and flotationmodels(i.e.,[5,6,9,22-24].Thekineticconstants

kl and k 2 are positive numbers desc'fibed by the following

=16osin( - sinC+ (11) relationships:F_t__
i \ i.._/ \ _..,/i

kl = ZPoPa_lPtp,P_tab (15)

In Eqs. (10) and (11), App = pp- p2, with pp and p_ the

bubbleand liquid density, respectively, g is the acceleration k2= Pd¢_tat,= 1 - P_tab (16)

due to gravity, e is the turbulent energy density, c_ is the In Eq. (15), Z is the collision frequency which we will take
surface tension, and t3 is the contact angle. As cited in to have the form implied by the work of Liepe and MOckel
Schulze [6], taking into account the experimental results of [20], namely,
Plate [25], a reasonable form for P_tabis



z:2 ,95 )2 Two measlesof ota once ,perfo  ce_npn B vV3a2/3 Rp +RB ascertained from the solution of the model equation.
-_ _-_ (17) Flotation cell efficiencycan be predictedfor a fixed time

14/9 4/3 14/9 4/3 ) 1/2x(Rp App +R_ ApB period,t, by

53,(t= t' )- 1- 7(t' )
where v_ is the (fluid) kinematic viscosity and ApB= PB -

f a a f and { II+_ole-2_'a't']I 2'-klk2 ]}pz. Usingathe relations nB = nB -n B, np= np -np, =1- kl,1-_o ae-2_^t' _ (n_ -np)k_ +k 2 (26)n} =np in Eq. (14), as well as the definition of ¥(t), we are
led to the equation that describes how the ratio of free
particles in a flotation cell to the total number of particles in Alternatively, the time t* is defined as the time period
thecellvarieswithtime requiredto reduce the number of free particles in a

representative unit volume by a specific amount 7', where

[k ] f (0)/n It may be
= Y* is a specified fraction of Y(0)= np

dy _k_npT2(t) + l(np_nB)_k 2 7(t)+k 2 (18) P'dt shownthat

with initial condition 7(0)=np(0 np at t = 0. The 1

solutionofEq.(18)resultsin 1 _-__(¥*+____)+1

t*= gn (27)

f(t) I1 + _ole-2_a_'t] I )kl +k2] 2[tm'it(t) _- np = g 1- [_ole -2gAt (n B -np (19) Y*+ - 1np - 21_1k2

where Forexample,the timerequiredto reducetheinitialnumber
of free (ink) particles in a representative unit volume by a

f(0)/(2np)) can befactor of two (i.e., y*=T(0)/2=np

I B k2
= +_ (20) expressedas

ltI' 4A2 npk1

A=npk1 (21) 1 nj(0) IBI]

\

..... v +1

it*=tv2=2_ £n .... (28)
B =(np - nB)k 1- k 2 (22) n[-_ _- 1

rip 2AJ

[30= Yo- g (23)
Yo+ Ix Thesethree measuresof flotationcell performancewill be

addressed below.
f

(np- nB)k1-k 2 rip(0)
Yo= (24)

2npk 1 np MODEL CONDITIONS

Hence, the solution of Eq. (14) can be presented in terms of Recall that the kinetic constants kl and k2 are expressed in
terms of the probabilities of the various flotationthe governing system parameters (i.e., R_, Rp, Dp, 0, £,

etc.), microprocesses,whicharethemselvesfunctionsof system
parameters such as bubble size, particle size, contact angle,

FLOTATION CELL PERFORMANCE surface tension, etc. Therefore, flotation cell performance can
MEASURES be predictedif appropriatevaluesof the systemparameters

are identified.

Flotation cell performance can be investigated by defining
the flotation efficiency at any given time from the solution One difficulty in identifying appropriate values for the
ofEq.(14)tobe systemparametersis that the manyvariableswithin the

microprocess equations may, themselves, be related to each

f(t) other in a complex fashion. For example, the bubble rise
Be(t)= 1-¥(t)= 1 np (25) velocity (terminalrise velocity)is a balancebetweenthe

np buoyant and drag forces acting on the bubble, and these



forces are related to the bubble radius, fluid flow field, and A literature search was also conducted to identify

fluid properties. However, the bubble rise velocity is a very experimental and theoretical ranges of the various system
complex function of bubble equivalent diameter as well as parameters utilized by other investigators in their flotation
contaminant level (surface tension)in a gas/water system separation studies [6, 8, 11, 12, 19, 21, 30-41]. The

[26], and this relationship is unknown for a gas/water/fiber maximum and minimum values identified in this search are
system. Since a flotation cell will typically have surfactants outlined in Table 1. From these conditions, appropriate
and other contaminants in the system, as a first parametric ranges were selected to determine how flotation

approximation we assume the bubble rise velocity (x)B)will efficiency varies over these ranges, while assuming at time
f

be constant over a wide range of bubble diameters and it will t = 0, np (0) =np.
be substantially below that of pure water with _)B= constant

= 10 cm/s. We also assume the liquid properties are constant Another complication with flotation efficiency predictions is
andcorrespondtothoseofwater, that (as shown in Table 1) it is a function of many

variables. In this study, variables that were fixed were kept
Additionally, it has been shown that bubble diameter can be at their "standard" conditions identified in Table 1, unless
related to surface tension and turbulent energy density [27- otherwise noted. These conditions refer to reasonable values

29], and following Schulze [12] employ identified by previous investigators [6, 8, 11, 12, 19, 21,
30-41]. To maximize the usefulness of the predictions,

o = (2R B)s/3cv3p_ (29) selected results are reported for one parameter that has been
varied over its entire range, while another variable is fixed at

Table 1: Parametric ranges of the various flotation parameters addressed in the literature and utilized in this study [6, 8,
11, i2, 19, 21, 30-41].

Parameter Minimum Maximum Parametric "Standard" Calculations Performed At

Value Used in Value Used in Range Utilized Conditions Selected Values
the Literature the Literature in this Study

Rp(gm) 1 600 1-500 50 1, 10,50,100,200,300,500

RB(mm) 0.15 2 0.1-5.0 0.5 0.1, 0.3,0.5,0.7, 1.0,3.0,5.0

pp (g/cm3) 1 7.5 1.0-3.0 1.3 1.0, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0

Pc (g/cm3) 1 1 - 1 1

_)B(cm/s) 1.25 30 - 10 10

ga(cP) 1 1 - 1 1

c (W/kg) 1 130 1-400 10 1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400

o (dynes/cra) 35 73 Ecl. (29) Eq. (29) Eq. (29)

0(deg) 5 105 5-120 60 20,40,60,80,100,120

q)_t(deg) 33 72 5-85 60 20,40,60,80

nB - - 100-10000 1000 200,500,1000,5000,10000

- - 1-1000 100 1, 10,50,100,500,975np



selectedvalues that cover its parametric range. These values 1.0
are identified in the last column of Table 1 as "Calculations
Performed At Selected Values." All the predictions in this O.9

report were calculated at the selected values, but some _. /.o =3 2'
figures do not show results fora given value because the o.8 [- t_-",-_-L-:'_° RB '0mm

_

result produced unstable bubble/particle aggregates (i.e., estab _ ]__RB=l.0mm< 0). When this occurred, the selected parameter was omitted _,0.7
from the figure. For example, when calculations were _ ] ] , Rs=0.7mm

performed for selected particle radii, predictions with Rp = .__ I/'._,'0.6

500 gm typically produced emb < 0 (which dependson RB) _ _f /° Rs=0.Smm
andtheseresults arenot shownin the figures. 0.S

REstJi Ts :%_0.4 Rs = 0.3 mm

Utilizing the values and ranges outlined in Table 1 for the _ - ,
parameters required to solve the model equation, flotation O.3 :o-·
cell performance, based upon our first-generation model (Eq. -'
(14) with solution Eq. (19)), is predicted and discussed 0.2 _

' Rs = 0.1 mmbelow. We will addressthree performancemeasures. First, _ \

flotationefficiencyas a functionoftime willbe presented 0.1_- _for selectedvalues of each parameter, while holding all other -
parameters fzxedat their standardconditions. Then flotation 0.0 :-- r.--,,'"7',.... , ........ , ........ , ....

0.1 1 10 100 600
efficiency at t = 1 second will be discussed and displayed as a
functionof oneparameter while choosing selectedvalues of Flotation Time (seconds)

another parameter, with the remaining parameters fixed at Fig. 3. Flotation efficiency as a function of time (Be(t)) for
their standard conditions. Finally, the time required to reduce selected bubble radii, RB.All other parameters are at
the number of free particles in a representative unit volume the standard conditions: Rp = 50 gm, pp = 1.3
by a factor of two will be presented, g/cm3, e = 10 W/kg, 0 = 60°, 0_.t = 60°, nB =

Flotation Efficiency as a Function of Time 1000, and np= 100.

high at t = 0.1 sec, but asymptotes to a value less than 1.
Selected bubble radii encompassing the entire range of As the particle radius decreases, a longer time period is
interest (0.1 mm < RB -< 5.0 mm) were used to generate required for the flotation efficiency to asymptote to a
predictions of flotation efficiency as a function of time. As constant value, which approaches 1. Even when Rp= 1 gm,
shown in Fig. 3, for the given fixed conditions, increasing flotation efficiency is predicted to asymptote to 1, but
the flotation time in a representative unit volume increases particles this small are typically not removed in
flotation efficiency until an asymptotic limit is reached, conventional flotation cells [3, 4]. This apparent discrepancy
which is very low for R_ = 0.1 mm (asymptotic limit of between the model and actual operation can be explained by
$_(t) --0.06), but increases as bubble radius increases. The focusing on how long the actual required time period is for
low asymptotic limit of the predictions with RB = 0.1 mm

the efficiency to asymptote to 1 for Rp = 1 gm - well over
is a direct result of including the second term in Eq. (14). At 6000 seconds. Hence, a particle with Rp = 1 gm must
these small bubble radii, not many stable bubble/particle remain in the unit volume for almost 1.7 hours to
aggregates form. An asymptotic limit of B,(t)-- 1.0 is eventually collide with and attach to a bubble. This is
reached when RB > 0.5 mm, and larger bubble radii reduce highly unlikely in actual flotation cell operation because the
the time period necessary to reach this limit, stock will typically remain in a unit volume for a much

shorter time period, which may even be less than 1 second,
The effectparticle radius (1 gm _< Rp _< 500 _m) has on depending on the definition of a representative unit volume,
flotation efficiency as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4. which may be large or very small. For example, when t
Particle radii greater than 200 gm (i.e., calculations at Rp = 100 seconds, B,(t) -- 0.12 for Rp = 1 gm, which is a very
300 and 500 gm) are not shown in Fig. 4 because at the poor removal efficiency, and when t = 1 second for the same
larger particle radii, the correlation for Ps_bresults in Pstab < conditions, 3,(t) -- 0.
0 for the given conditions, which implies the bubble and
particle will not form a stable aggregate under these

conditions. When Rp = 200 gm, flotation efficiency is very
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Fig. 4. Rotation efficiency as a function of time (S_(t)) for
selected particle radii, Rp. All other parameters are Fig. 5. Flotation efficiency as a function of time (S_(t)) for
at the standardconditions: Ru = 0.5 mm, pp = 1.3 selected panicle densities, pp. All other parameters

are at the standard conditions: Ru = 0.5 mm, Rp =g/cms, _;= 10 W/kg, O = 60°, Oc_t = 60°, nu =
50 [.tm, _;= 10 W/kg, 0 = 60°, q_'t = 60°, nu =

1000, and np= 100.
1000, and np= 100.

Not all variations in the independent variables result in large other parameters fixed, produced families of similarly-shaped
fluctuations in the predicted efficiency as a function of time. curves. Altering pp or O over the ranges considered in this
For example, the influence particle density has on the study, while holding all other parameters fixed, resulted in
predicted flotation efficiency is shown in Fig. 5. The no significant effect on flotation efficiency as a function of
flotation fluid density is assumed to correspond to that of time.
water (pz = 1.0 g/cmS), so any freely moving contaminant

Flotation Efficiency at t = 1 Second
particle with a lower density and a long enough retention

time will naturally float to the surface. Particle densities of Recognizing that in actual flotation deinking operations a
interest in this study encompass 1.0 g/cm3 < pp _< 3.0 particle and/or bubble may remain in a representative unit
g/cms, which covers the density range of many inks and volume only for a short period of time, insight into which
toners used in the industry [42, 43]. As displayed in Fig. 5, parameters affect particle removal rate may be gained by
the particle density in this range has a negligible effect on fixing the flotation time period and determining the
flotation efficiency as a function of time when the remaining efficiency under these conditions (S,(t=t')). Equation (26) is
parameters are fixed at their standard conditions, utilized in these calculations and t' is fixed at t = 1 second.

Therefore, $_(t=t') - $,(t=l). Figures of $¢(t=1) were
Additional calculations were performed to investigate generated over the range of independent parameters for
flotation efficiency as a function of time for the remaining selected values of another parameter, while holding the
independent parameters. Results show that flotation remaining six parameters fixed, with selected results
efficiency will increase as flotation time increases and will presented here.
asymptote to a constant value given a long enough flotation
time. In general, for the given conditions addressed in this

Although the efficiency for Rp = 1 [.tm is shown to
study, varying Ru, Rv, £, qb,at,nu, or rip, while holding all asymptote to 1 given a long enough flotation time, a



flotation time of t = 1 second reveals that these particles are For a flotation efficiency at t = 1 second, small particles are
not removed very effectively over the entire range of bubble not removed very effectively, if at all. Increasing the particle
radii considered (Fig. 6). Increasing Rp to Rp = 10 [tm still radius results in an increase in B_(t=l) until a maximum is
predicts poor removal efficiencies at small bubble radii, but reached over a given particle size range, which depends on
B,(t=l) improves as the bubble radius increases. Even better the given conditions, then the efficiency rapidly declines
performance over the entire bubble radii range is predicted toward zero because the bubble/particle aggregate becomes

unstable. These trends are clearly displayed in Fig. 7 over
when Rp '- 50 [tm with B,(t=l) = 1 for RB > 0.7 mm.

the range of selected bubble radii. When RB = 0.1 mm, a
Further increases in the particle radius still produce B¢(t=l) =

poor removal efficiency results over the entire particle radius
1 when RB > 0.7. However, the predicted efficiency drops range with a maximum occurring at Rp = 35 gm where
drastically toward zero when RB< 0.7 mm, with g_(t=l) = 0 $,(t=l) = 0.15. Increasing the bubble radius increases
at RB= 0.2, 0.37, and 0.58 mm for Rp= 100, 200, and 300 g,(t=l) and increases the particle radius range at which the
gm, respectively, because Ps_b< 0 for smaller values of RB. maximum in g¢(t=l) is observed. The shape of these curves
This trend is revealed in Fig. 6 by the abrupt termination of is similar to those typically presented when flotation

the curves for the various values of Rpas RBis reduced. The efficiency is plotted as a function of particle size, where
efficiency at t = 1 second does go to zero in a continuous flotation is performed for a given time period [3, 40].
fashion at a value of R_ slightly less than the last value
plotted, but the exact zero location for each curve was not Similar curves result from variation of the other parameters.
determined because the curves are highly sensitive to the Of special interest is the fact that the increase in efficiency is
selected parametric values. Calculations performed at Rp = independent of particle density and contact angle, but the
500 [tm provide no stable bubble/particle aggregate for decline in efficiency is influenced by variations in these
removalunder thegiven fixed conditions, parameters. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, particle
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Fig. 6. Flotation efficiency at t = 1 second (g¢(t=l)) as a Fig. 7. Flotation efficiencyat t = 1 second ($_(t=l)) as a
function of bubble radius, RB, for selectedparticle function of particle radius, Rp. for selected bubble
radii, Rp. All other parameters are at the standard radii, R_. All other parameters are at the standard
conditions: pp= 1.3 g/cm3,a = 10 W/kg, 0 = 60°, conditions: pp= 1.3 g/cm3, _ = 10 W/kg, O= 60°,
{_at = 60°, %= 1000, and np= 100. q_at= 60<>,nB= 1000, and np= 100.
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Fig. 8. Flotation efficiency at t = 1 second (B¢(t=l)) as a Fig. 9. Flotation efficiency at t = 1 second ($_(t=l)) as a
function of particle radius, Rp, for selected particle function of particle radius, Rp, for selected turbulent
densities, pp. All other parameters are at the energy densities, s. All other parameters are at the
standard conditions: Rs = 0.5 mm, _ = 10 W/kg, e standardconditions: Rs = 0.5 mm, pp = 1.3 g/cm3,:g _g

= 600' ¢ err -' 600, nB = 1000, and np = 100. 0 = 60 °, ¢ crit = 600, nB '- 1000, and np -- '100.

density does not affect the increase in $,(t=l) as Rp

increases, but particles with a higher density will form an Time Required to Reduce the Number of Free
unstable bubble/particle aggregate at smaller particle radii, Particles by a Factor of Two
which causes a rapid decline in efficiency for the larger
particle radii. In contrast, variations in the turbulent energy The flotation time required to reduce the number of free
density, critical attachment angle, number of bubbles, and particles in a representative unit volume by a factor of two
number of particles result in particle radius differences where (F-al.(28)) - tm) may be calculated to determine what
the efficiency increases, but does not significantly affect the parameters should be altered to reduce this time period as
particle radius at which the efficiency drops toward zero much as possible. Note that when Pstab < 0, ti/2 does not
(Rp= 250 gm). For example, this trend is shown in Fig. 9 have a physical meaning, therefore no value is plotted when
for selected values of turbulent energy density, _. this condition occurs. This manifests itself by curves that

appear to decline sharply from large values of tl/2 (e.g., Fig.
In general, results from calculations performed using Eq. 10) or rise abruptly toward large values of t_/2(e.g., Fig.
(26) reveal that flotation efficiency after a flotation time of 1 11).
second is sensitive to most parameters considered in this
study, with increasing the respective parameter generally Figure 10 reveals the effect bubble radius has on t_/2 for
resulting in an increase in B_(t=l). However, when the selected particle radii, and show the general trend of a
bubble/particle aggregate becomes unstable, the efficiency reduction in tm as Rs increases. Even when Rp = 1 /.tm, the
drops drastically toward zero. The best examples of these number of particles in a representative unit volume can be
trends are revealed when particle radius is varied and reducedby a factor of two, but the required time period for
calculationsare performed at selected bubble radii (i.e., Fig. this to occur could be as large as 4000 seconds (over 1
7). hour). Increasing the particle radii reduces t_/2by several

orders of magnitude, but for given combinations of large
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Fig. 10. Time required to reduce the number of flee particles Fig. 11. Timerequired to reduce the number of free particles
by a factor of two (tu2) as a function of bubble by a factor of two (ti/2) as a function of particle
radius, RB,for selected particle radii, Rv. All other radius, Rp, for selected bubble radii, RB. All other
parameters are at the standard conditions: pp = 1.3 parameters are at the standard conditions:, pp = 1.3
g/cm3, e = 10 W/kg, 0 = 60°, _¢,it = 60°, nB = g/cm3' £ = 10 W/kg, 0 = 60°, _)_,it= 60°, nB -

1000,andnp=100. 1000,andnp=100.

particles and small bubbles, Pstab < 0, and ti/2 increases
dramatically as this combination is approached when the CONCLUSIONS
bubble radius is reduced.

A population balance-type model has been developed that

The effect particle radius has on the time required to reduce utilizes two kinetic constants that depend on the individual
the number of free particles in a representative unit volume microprocesses related to flotation. These microprocesses
by a factor of two is shown in Fig. 11 for selected bubble have been summarized in terms of the independent variables
radii. In general, t_/:decreases by several orders of magnitude governing the flotation process. From the solution of the
as the particle radius increases until the particle is so large model equation, three performance parameters have been

identified: (1) flotation efficiency as a function of time, (2)that, for the given parameters, the bubble/particle aggregate
flotation efficiency for a given time period, and (3) the timeis no longer stable and, just prior to this condition, t_/:

abruptly increases. One interesting feature of these it takes to reduce the number of free particles by a given
predictions is that the decline in t_/:, as a function of Rp, is amount.
independentof pp and 0, but the increase in tu: where the
bubble/Particle aggregate becomes unstable is not. In Flotation efficiency ($_(t))will increase as flotation time

increases and will asymptote to a constant value given acontrast, e, (_t, nB,and nvinfluence the decline in t_/:as a

function of Rp, producing families of similar curves, but the long enough flotation time. This may occur in time periodsof less than 1 second to more than 1 hour, depending on the
abrupt increase in t_/:typically occurs at Rp =250 pm and is

model parameters, with larger bubbles and particles with Rp
independent of these parameters. Finally, both effects are = 100 gm providing the fastest results.
observed when RB is altered (as shown in Fig. 11),
indicating that bubble radius is the most influential Flotation efficiency after a flotation time of 1 second
parameter when comparing t_/:as a function of Pp. (3,(t=l)) is sensitive to most parameters consideredin this

study, with increasing the respective parameter generally
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resulting in an increase in Be(t=l). However, when the 10. Pan, R., Paulson, F.G., Johnson, D.A., Bousfield,
bubble/particle aggregate becomes unstable, the efficiency D.W., and Thompson, E.V., "A Global Model for
drops drastically toward zero. The combined effect results in Predicting Flotation Efficiency Part I: Model Results
ben-shaped curves typically presented in the literature when and Experimental Studies," TAPPIJournal, 79(4): 177-
flotation efficiency is plotted as a function of particle radius. 185 (1996).

11. Pan, R., Bousfield, D.W., and Thompson, E.V.,
The time required to reduce the total number of free particles "Modeling Particle-Bubble Dynamics and Adhesion in
in a representative unit volume by a factor of two (tl/2) Air/Solid Particle/Liquid Systems," Proceedings ]992
generallydecreasesas the consideredparametersare increased. Pulping Conference,Tappi Press, 941-956 (1992).
The decreasein ti/2 is most sensitive to bubble radius and
particle radius, and variations of more than several orders of 12. Schulze, H.J., "Zur Hydrodynamik der Flotations-
magnitudearepredicted. Elementarvorg'_ge," Wochenblatt Far

Papierfabrikation, 122(5): 160, 162, 164-168 (1994).

Finally, the model presented in this report incorporates 13. Yoon, R.H., and Luttrell, G.H., "The Effect of Bubble
various assumptions to reach a mathematical solution. Size on Fine Particle Flotation," Mineral Processing
Selected assumptions will be relaxed in future work. andExtractiveMetallurgyReview,5:101-122 (1989).
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